
Join us at CWEA’s  
AC20 Virtual 
Conference & Expo
The annual California Water Environment Association 
Conference & Expo (AC20) is going virtual from October 19-
22, 2020. From the safety of your screen, access California’s 
premier event for wastewater professionals, providing 
professional development, industry solutions, and networking 
opportunities. 

Our conference theme, This Is Why, is more important now than ever before: as our 
communities face unprecedented hurdles, coming together to connect, collaborate, and 
celebrate our industry network is paramount. AC20 Virtual will remind us why we take 
pride in protecting and harnessing the potential of California’s most critical resource.

OUR CORE AC BENEFITS

As always, AC20 will serve as the one-
stop-shop for professional growth 
within the wastewater community. From 
your home or office, enjoy all of the 
event’s traditional core offerings:

• Keynotes, roundtable discussions, 
and in-depth sessions from industry 
leaders tackling emerging challenges, 
totaling 60 hours of live, interactive 
content over three days.

• Networking opportunities with 
industry peers via live chat and 
video features, hosted games, and 
interactive sessions. 

• A virtual expo hall packed with 
over 100 exhibitors and vendors, 
allowing attendees to browse new 
technologies and connect with 
solution providers in real-time.

IN A NEW VIRTUAL FORMAT

While this year’s AC20 will be held 
in cyberspace, we anticipate it being 
our most interactive and participatory 
conference yet with more than 1,000 
participants. Our virtual platform is 
tailored to deliver AC20 content in ways 
that work best for you:

• To maximize collaboration, AC20 will 
utilize a premier platform that offers 
an immersive experience far more 
valuable than a standard webinar.

• Online delivery provides flexibility – 
see presentations live or (re)watch 
them on-demand any time. Freely 
connect with any other attendee. 

• Eliminating travel helps cut costs 
and enables more wastewater 
professionals to join AC than ever 
before!

Visit ac.cwea.org 

#CWEA20

PLEASE POST

https://ac.cwea.org/
https://ac.cwea.org/


HERE’S A LOOK AT AC20’S 
FEATURED SESSIONS

• At the Opening General Session for 
AC20 This Is Why, Fredi Lajvardi will 
discuss the importance of inspiring 
the next generation of wastewater 
professionals.

• The full-day Regional San Summit 
will focus on the Echo Water Project, 
hosting the engineers, operators, and 
consultants behind the $1.75 billion 
water resource recovery project. 

• During our PFAS Summit, SCAP’s 
Steve Jeppsen will facilitate a series 
of discussions covering the latest 
news and perspectives surrounding 
this cutting-edge topic. 

• 64 sessions covering a range 
of practice areas, including:  
collection systems, operations 
and maintenance, advanced 
treatment technologies, engineering 
and research, laboratory, state 
regulations and more

As always, the schedule is packed with a 
variety of networking events – from a virtual 
“scavenger hunt” to a women’s networking 
lunch. Through game-based, small-group, 
formal, or one-on-one formats, AC20 Virtual 
provides numerous pathways for you to 
connect, engage, and learn.  

Visit ac.cwea.org
Questions?
CWEA MEMBER SERVICES
510.382.7800 x0
memberservices@cwea.org

On the Agenda

PROTECTING
CALIFORNIA’S
MOST CRITICAL
RESOURCE

Networking is back with our premier virtual conference platform.

Keynote speaker Fredi Lajvardi inspired a high school science 
team to win a national robotics competition. An inspiring story 
turned into the movie Spare Parts starring George Lopez.

Echo Water project at Regional San in Sacramento.
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